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The Need
Digital Transformation has changed all businesses across all industries with how it’s communicate with their 
workers, partners, suppliers, and customers, connecting them like never before - faster, boosting efficiency, 
and delivering digital experiences. And it’s here where security risks are increasing! It is evident that despite 
implementation of cybersecurity measures, Internal Threats by Insiders represent major threats to the organization 
in today’s digital age. These threats are at the Business Application Layer, and consequently, organizations from 
all verticals are not only susceptible to financial loss, but also to the damage resulting from loss of confidential 
data, customer trust, brand reputation, and significant operational disruptions. Furthermore, applications are 
where also external attackers are focusing their efforts. 

Current  Detection Solutions Used by Organizations  
are Inadequate for Applications      
Today’s detection solutions are targeted toward Infrastructure, Authentication, and Data Access use-cases, 
and don’t analyze the user activities on the application layer after the user has logged-in. The detection tools 
are based on either rule engines to detect known attack patterns, or on thresholds set for frequency/volumetric 
analysis of mainly authentication and data access activities. These detection solutions have limited effectiveness 
for detecting malicious insiders as they have “legitimate” access credentials and usually work “quietly”, below 
the detection thresholds. Thus, a new Detection approach is required to face the new threats from insiders in a 
timely and accurately manner across all applications used by the enterprise (COTS, Custom-build, and SaaS).

Better Context Means Accurate Detection 
It is well known that in order to achieve better detection accuracy, context is needed. The better the context the 
more accurate the detection is, i.e. lower rate of false positives and false negatives. TrackerDetect has developed 
a new and innovative detection solution based on Activity Flow Analytics. Activity Flow describes the sequence 
of activities users make through their digital journey within the applications. Sequence-based analytics has 
been proven for higher accuracy detection and is used for network and system layers, as in NetFlow and next-
generation EDR solutions (see diagram below)

1st Generation
Rules 

2nd Generation
Volumetric/Frequency Analysis using 

Single Threshold per Event  
(SIEM + UEBA / CASB)

3rd Generation
Activity Flow  

based Anomaly Detection

Network IP deny-list Network (e.g. FW) log events NetFlow - based on analyzing sequences  
of network layer events

End Point AV signatures End Point system log events EDR - based on analyzing sequences  
of system layer events 

Authentication User access-list Authentication log events ATO -  based on analyzing sequences  
of authentication log events

Application Application business logic Application log events 
Activity Flow Analytics

Detection should be based on analyzing 
sequences of application log events
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The challenges with Detecting Malicious Activities in Applications
Implementing sequence based detection for applications is challenging from the following reasons:

TrackerIQ™ - Detection and Response Solution  
To address the above challenges TrackerDetect has developed a new and innovative generalized Activity Flow Model that 
can be applied across any application. This model is based on the activities performed by the user, the order in which they 
were performed, and the time gaps between these activities. The Activity Flow Model is agnostic to the meaning of the 
activities and enables a quick on-boarding process for adding new applications. Since each user has many activity flows 
per each application, TrackerIQ learns for each user (or group of users) his/her Activity Flow profiles. To learn automatically 
the activity flow profiles per user (or group of users), a patent-pending clustering engine was developed by TrackerDetect 
for grouping the user’s Activity Flows and generating profiles. These profiles enable the accurate detection of anomaly 
Activity Flows. To prioritize the detected anomalies, TrackerIQ also assigns a risk score to each Activity Flow anomaly 
based on its activities. 

TrackerIQ generates alerts for the detected anomalies with tailored recommendations. For security analysts who want 
to investigate the anomalies, TrackerIQ also provides analysis tools that enable them to quickly understand the anomaly 
and make a decision.

Each application has a unique set of operations and 
the application logs have no common formats or 
content. This challenge is augmented by the growing 
number of SaaS application used by enterprises.

Each user has many activity flows per 
application, which make the detection of 
anomalous Activity Flows (i.e. sequences) 
very challenging.

Generalized Activity  
Flow Model 
Agnostic to the activity meaning 

Applicable across all SaaS applications

No need to develop a unique model 
per application 

Application Centric 
Detection & Response 

Based on Activity 
Flow AnalyticsMultiple Activity  

Flow  Profiles
TrackerIQ detects anomalies that deviate 
from the user’s Activity Flow profiles

Profiles are generated automatically using 
innovative Activity Flow clustering engine 

Operationally Efficiency 
Quick and easy on-boarding

Easy integration with customer’s 
log repositories (Files, Databases, 
SIEM, SPLUNK/ELK & Syslog)

Detection based on  
Activity Flow Analytics
Provides the context for each operation 
performed by the user to enable accurate 
detection  

Anomalies are prioritized based  
on their activities’ risk


